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I.

Program Overview
A.

Mission

The Institute for Clinical Research Education (ICRE), in collaboration with the Clinical and Translational
Science Institute, developed the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science as a rigorous, advanced
training program, designed primarily for clinicians, that builds and enhances the capabilities of trainees to
conduct high quality clinical and translational research. The program has several unique and important
attributes:
•
•
•

The training program is highly multidisciplinary, in that its faculty and students span not only
disciplines, departments, but also multiple schools of the health sciences.
The curriculum is diverse and draws upon biostatistics, clinical research methods, and laboratoryand population-based sciences.
The program concentrates on the conduct of clinical and translational research and requires the
planning, execution and completion of an independent research project by each PhD student.

B.

Objectives

The overall goal of the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science is to produce the next generation
of multidisciplinary academic leaders who will develop innovative research careers that will apply
combinations of basic, clinical, and population sciences to the current problems of health and medical
care.
The main objectives include:
•

•

II.

Teach students advanced knowledge of research concepts that enables them to conduct
innovative independent research involving patients or material related to patients that is
scientifically sound, ethical, culturally sensitive, and contributes to the improvement of human
health and health care.
Provide students with the skills to master a body of research knowledge that allows them to
develop, present, and defend a novel research idea in the form of an NIH proposal format.

Program Admissions
A.

Requirements for Admission

Admission to the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science is based on the total record of
academic accomplishments. Evaluation of prior research experience, coursework, and letters of
recommendation are components of the admission process. Applicants should have:
•
•
•

Prior research experience
A grade point average (GPA) of at least 3.5 in prior coursework
TOEFL scores for those whose native language is not English (more details found in 7)
5

The Program accepts candidates with an advanced clinical degree (MD, DMD, PharmD, etc.) or those
enrolled in clinical professional doctoral degree programs. Candidates with a baccalaureate degree, but
not enrolled in an advanced clinical degree may be considered.

B.

Application Process

All individuals applying to the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science must submit a complete
application, including all requested information. The admissions committee will review complete
applications in February. Selected applicants are invited to the University of Pittsburgh to be interviewed
by members of the admission committee. International applicants may be interviewed by telephone.
Decisions will begin to be announced in March and continue until April. There is no application fee at this
time.
Applications are due no later than January 31. Applications will not be considered or reviewed until all
required materials are submitted. Failure to complete the application and include all requested material
will result in the application not undergoing review.
All individuals applying to the Program must use the following procedures for preparing and submitting an
application:
1. Online Application:
Applicants must complete an online application here. A CV must be included as an uploaded file
with the application.
2. Verification of Protected Time
The online application will require all applicants to include the name the Division Chief, Chair, or
Department Head who oversees your time. The academic demands are considerable and
motivation to pursue a research career is important. For this reason, the PhD program collects a
statement confirming that the applicant has been granted sufficient protected time to attend class
sessions during the day and complete the required coursework.
3. Personal Statement:
Applicants must submit a personal statement that provides a detailed description of their research
interests and relevant experience in research and their knowledge base in medicine, healthcare,
and the healthcare delivery system. Additionally, the personal statement should describe how the
program of study would help them enhance their ability to achieve career goals and conduct
independent investigator-initiated research in their area of interest (1 page maximum). The
personal statement is uploaded with the online application.
4. Description of Research Experience:
Applicants must provide a brief description of their previous research experience. This description
should include undergraduate and graduate research, research supervisors for each project, the
technical and/or methodological skills that were acquired, and the hypotheses that were
examined in the research (2 pages maximum). The description of research experience is uploaded
with the online application.
6

5. Official Transcripts:
Applicants must submit official transcripts from all college or graduate level institutions attended.
Transcripts can be mailed to:
PhD in Clinical and Translational Science
University of Pittsburgh
Institute for Clinical Research Education
200 Meyran Ave, Suite 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
6. Letters of Recommendation/Reference:
On the online application, applicants must provide the names of their department chair or division
chief and two faculty members who have supervised your prior research and/or can attest to your
academic credentials and potential as an independent investigator. These references will be sent
e-mails containing their username and password with which to access an online evaluation form.
They will complete a standardized evaluation checklist and will be asked to upload a formal letter
of recommendation. In addition, applicants can optionally provide the name of a University of
Pittsburgh mentor (if a mentor has been identified).
7. Demonstrate English Proficiency (when required):
If an applicant is a citizen of a country in which English is not the official language (or if the
candidate is a citizen of the province of Quebec in Canada), they are required to show evidence of
English language proficiency by submitting the official results from one of the following: TOEFL,
IELTS, or USMLE & ECFMG. The following may be required depending on a candidate’s individual
circumstances:
•
•
•

•

C.

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL): Students taking a version of the TOEFL must
score a minimum of 600 on the TOEFL pBT or a minimum of 100 on the TOEFL iBT.
International English Language Testing System (IELTS): Students taking the IELTS must
score a minimum of 7.00.
United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) and the Educational Commission for
Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG): Students must submit scores from both the USMLE
and the ECFMG.
If you have earned a bachelor's degree or higher from a regionally accredited institution in
the United States, you are exempt from submitting English language proficiency test
results.

Transfer Students

Students who wish to transfer from other universities may apply for admission and must meet the
requirements described in section II.A. The number of credits that can be applied to the PhD Program in
Clinical and Translational Science will be evaluated and determined by the Directors of the PhD Program
Committee, then submitted to the Associate Dean for Graduate Studies in the School of Medicine for final
approval.
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Students who wish to transfer from other programs within the University of Pittsburgh or other programs
offered by the ICRE at the University of Pittsburgh may apply for admission to the program and must meet
the requirements described in section II.A. The number of credits that can be applied to the Program will
be evaluated and determined by the Directors of the PhD Program Committee, then submitted to the
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies in the School of Medicine for final approval.
In accordance with University policy, students in the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science may
transfer a total up to 30 credits (with a “B” grade or better) and apply them to the PhD Program in Clinical
and Translational Science.
A candidate who has received a Master of Science or Certificate in Clinical Research may apply up to 30
credits toward the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science.

D.

Student Requirements and Expectations

A guiding principle of curriculum for the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science is that students
will simultaneously engage in didactic coursework and practical, mentored research experiences.
Coursework will be sequentially divided into required courses and selective/elective courses in the
student's area. Students will begin participating in mentored research and developing their own research
projects from their first semester. This requirement reinforces the thematic elements of the required and
concentration area courses and exposure to practical and logistic research issues that can never be fully
understood from didactic training alone.
Each student is expected to meet certain curriculum and program expectations and milestones throughout
the program. The expectations and milestones are:
1. First Year Student
By the end of year one, the student will be expected to:
•

have a research plan, including specific aims for research and undergo a preliminary
evaluation.

2. Second Year Student
By the end of year two, the student will be expected to:
•
•
•

establish a comprehensive examination committee
undergo a comprehensive examination
submit a comprehensive examination report.

3. Third Year Student
By the end of year three, the student will be expected to:
•
•
•
•
•

form a dissertation committee
prepare and submit a dissertation prospectus proposal
schedule a prospectus overview meeting (present dissertation prospectus proposal)
submit a dissertation overview report
file for admission to candidacy.
8

4. Subsequent Years
Following year three, the student will be expected to:
•
•
•

complete the dissertation project, which includes writing and revising the dissertation and
making an oral defense
apply for graduation
schedule and present an oral dissertation defense

The table below provides a visual guide to the curriculum expectations and milestones. A more
detailed explanation of the curriculum is provided in section F and milestones in section G.
E. Overview of the Program Curriculum
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F. Curriculum
1. Credit Requirements
The PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science is (at minimum) a 72 credit program designed for
full-time study. Students may be enrolled on a part-time basis. A minimum of 36 credits must be
completed at the University of Pittsburgh.
2. Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) Requirement
PhD in CTS students are required to attend 8, 1-hour CTSI Responsible Conduct in Research workshops or
enroll in the ICRE course CLRES 2050: Ethics and Responsible Conduct of Research. At the time of
graduation, students must have at least 8 hours of RCR training through CTSI or have successfully
completed CLRES 2050 in order to be eligible to graduate.
3. Required Core Courses
a. Analytic Methods Courses
The required analytic methods courses (6 credits) provide critical methodological, biostatistical, and
measurement training for students. They are designed to prepare students to do the following: read
academic and research literature critically and with an understanding of most statistical and measurement
approaches being employed; conduct and interpret basic statistical analyses from their own or others'
data; and collaborate fully with biostatisticians to plan and conduct statistical analyses related to their
projects.
CLRES 2005
CLRES 2020
CLRES 2040

Computer Methods for Clinical Research (1 credit, summer)
Biostatistics: Statistical Approaches in Clinical Research (4 credits, summer)
Measurement in Clinical Research (1 credit, summer)

b. Clinical Research Methods Courses
The required clinical research methods courses (7 credits) focus on basic research methods, grant writing,
and project presentation. These courses provide basic tools that will teach students to write proposals,
conduct high-quality research, and disseminate their findings through presentations and journal
manuscripts. In CLRES 2071/2072, the students learn how to develop a research question into an NIHstyle grant application and how to identify important human subject protection issues and prepare an
Institutional Review Board protocol. The final product is a completed grant application that follows the
PHS-398 application format.
CLRES 2010
CLRES 2071/2072

Introduction to Clinical Research Methods (3 credits, summer)
Advanced Grant Writing Part 1 and 2 (4 credits, fall/spring)

c. Professional Skills Courses
The required professional skills courses (3 credits) provide important training in career management, best
practices in clinical research, and the skills needed to successfully write about and present your research in
the medical field. These courses provide students practical knowledge that is crucial for developing
professional skills and advancing in their careers.
10

CLRES 2077
CLRES 2140
CLRES 2141

Managing Your Career in CTS (1 credit, fall)
Best Practices in Clinical Research (1 credit, spring)
Medical Writing and Presentation Skills (1 credit, fall & spring)

d. Pedagogical Methods Course
The required pedagogical methods course fulfills the teaching requirement of the PhD in CTS program. To
complete this course, students must serve as a teaching assistant for an ICRE class. PhD in CTS
administration will assist with teaching assistant placement.
CLRES 2086

Clinical Research Teaching Practicum (1-2 credit, any term)

e. Advanced Selective Coursework
Each student must take 14 Advanced "Selectives" credits. (6 credits of Analytic Methods and 8 credits of
Clinical Research Methods) Courses can be taken from the ICRE course offerings or other PhD level course
offerings in the Schools of the Health Sciences. Advanced methodology selectives must be approved by the
students PhD advisor before enrollment.
f.

Research Specialization Courses

Each student must take 23 Research specialization elective credits. These credits can either be directed
research credits (not dissertation credits) or coursework selected by the student and his or her mentor and
approved by the students PhD advisor. Research specialization elective credits are designed to allow
students maximum flexibility in selecting training experiences in areas specific to their research area.
4. Independent Study Courses
Independent Study provides an opportunity for the student to pursue/research a subject in more depth
and in a more independent manner than would be possible in a traditional course. Students completing an
Independent Study must identify a sponsor faculty member who will closely work with the student in
meeting defined learning objectives and goals.
Students must complete and submit an Independent Study Proposal (including required signatures) at
least 10 business days before the add/drop deadline of that semester. If a student turns in the form(s)
after the add/drop deadline, they must wait until the next semester to register for those credits.
Students can only enroll for up to 12 credits of Independent Study coursework in any one semester and
should not exceed a total of 12 credits of Independent Study coursework in their curriculum.
5. Dissertation Credits and Graduation
Doctoral students must register for at least 1 dissertation research credit in the 12-month period
preceding defense of their dissertation and during the term in which they graduate. The dissertation
research credit can be obtained by registering for CLRES 3040 (PhD Dissertation Research) in the final 12month period. Students must register for CLRES 3040 at least 10 business days before the add/drop
deadline of the term that semester. However, if the student has already completed the required 18
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credits of CLRES 3040, he or she can register for 1 unit of Full-Time Dissertation Research (FTDR). Only
students who have earned at least 48 credits beyond a Master’s degree or have passed the comprehensive
examination may register for FTDR.
A waiver of the requirement to be registered during the term of graduation may be granted by the School
of Medicine Associate Dean of Graduate Studies.
6. Research Training
Critical reading: Students are encouraged to obtain explicit training in critical reading of the research
literature in their area of interest through participation in a monthly “journal clubs” offered by their home
department or department related to their research area.
Oral presentation of research: Students are encouraged to give at least one public research presentation
each year preferably at a national conference.
Seminars: Students are encouraged to attend any seminars that are sponsored or advertised by the ICRE.
Center for Research on Health Care Health Services Research Seminars are held weekly from September to
June. Students are expected to attend as many as possible. Email notices of these seminars will be sent
regularly.
7. Mentored Research
Students will begin participating in mentored research and developing their own research projects
beginning in Year 1. The goal of having students engage in mentored research early in the program is to
ensure that they are actively participating in planning data collection, gathering data, and analyzing results
while they are completing the didactic training that complements these activities.
8. Teaching Requirement
The PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science requires that students fulfill a teaching assignment
while completing the Program. To fulfill this requirement, students will serve as a Teaching Assistant (TA)
for CLRES 2010 or an equivalent Clinical Research Program core course(s).
TA responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•

attending class
becoming experts in the assigned readings and topics covered in class
offering recitations sections
grading students’ assignments

During the TA assignment, students will serve as the primary lecturer in the course for 1-2 sessions (under
the direct supervision of the course director). Primary lectures will be videotaped and analyzed with the
student receiving feedback on their lecture.
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G. Program Milestones
Special note: Our goal is to avoid any undue expectations for students and to ensure that degree
candidates across all of our programs are treated fairly and equitably. As part of this effort,
students are not permitted to provide food and/or beverages to their committee for the
thesis/dissertation defense or during any other milestone meetings.
1. Preliminary Evaluation
At the end of Year 1, each student will undergo a preliminary evaluation to ensure that he or she is
meeting all of the program milestones. The evaluation will be conducted by the Program Directors in
conjunction with the student and his or her primary mentor. The evaluation will involve a review of the
student's academic and research progress and will lead to one of three outcomes:
•
•

•

The student is making satisfactory progress and is allowed to continue with the program.
The student is not making satisfactory progress and is placed on probation. Students on probation
will be asked to work with their mentors and the Program Directors to develop a plan and
timetable for remedial work that must be completed to achieve a satisfactory status.
The student is not making satisfactory progress and is terminated from the program.

When the student reaches the end of Year 1, he or she will receive comprehensive policy information on
the preliminary evaluation. The comprehensive policy will contain complete details on the evaluation
process. Students must be registered in the term in which they complete the preliminary exam.
2. Comprehensive Examination
After a student has completed all core and selective coursework (typically by the end of Year 2 but no later
than the first semester after the completion of the coursework), the comprehensive examination should
be scheduled with the Degree Program Coordinator. Students must be registered in the term in which they
complete the preliminary exam.
The goals of the exam are to:
•

•

Assess the student's understanding of the three major areas of the curriculum (analytic methods,
clinical research methods, and multidisciplinary methods) in the student’s specific content area
that is reflected by the student's advanced electives and research topic.
Assess the student’s ability to apply that knowledge to answer specific research questions in
clinical and translational science.

Through the comprehensive exam, the student is expected to demonstrate sufficient knowledge to begin
their dissertation project. Successful completion of the Comprehensive Examination is a requirement for
the Program and precedes the defense of the dissertation proposal. Both the comprehensive exam and
the PhD dissertation proposal must be completed before a student can be granted Doctoral Candidacy
status.
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When the student has completed all of the core and selective coursework, he or she will receive policy
information on the comprehensive examination. The policy will contain complete details on the
examination process.
Written Portion
The written portion of the exam will follow the format of a NIH R01-style proposal and will include, at a
minimum, (1) abstract, (2) specific research aims, (3) research strategy (this includes significance,
innovation, and approach), (4) preliminary studies, (5) protection of human subjects, and (6) reference
materials.
1.
2.
3.

Abstract (not to exceed 250 words).
Specific Research Aims (1 Page Maximum)
Research Strategy (12 Pages)
a)
Significance
b)
Innovation
c)
Preliminary Studies
d)
Approach

Note: In an NIH proposal this would be the PIs preliminary work but for the comprehensive exam this section should
be used as a literature review and can include any research as preliminary studies, data, or experience.

4.
5.

Plan for Protection of Human Subjects (not included in page limit)
Reference Materials (not included in page limit)

Note: Students are allowed to refer to outside sources including books, course notes, and material. All sources must
be properly cited. Plagiarism will not be tolerated and constitute grounds for disciplinary action.

Oral Portion
The student must schedule an oral defense of the comprehensive exam through the Degree Program
Coordinator and provide the completed written exam to the Comprehensive Examination Committee 2
weeks before the scheduled defense. A majority of the Comprehensive Examination Committee members
and at least 1 of the student’s research mentors must attend the oral comprehensive defense, which is
otherwise closed to the public. The oral portion of the exam is a 1.5 hour meeting with the student
present and occurs 2-3 weeks following the submission of the written portion. The format of the meeting
will be:
•
•
•
•

10 minutes - Committee only discussing format and questions for student
15 minutes - PowerPoint presentation by candidate
45 minutes - Question and answer session with the student
20 minutes - Committee only deliberation and vote on final score
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Evaluation
The Comprehensive Examination Committee will oversee the comprehensive examinations. If necessary,
subcommittees will be formed to:
•
•
•

Write comprehensive examinations
Proctor and score comprehensive examinations
Ensure that the student satisfactorily provides all modifications and revisions requested by the
committee

When a student does not pass the first comprehensive examination the student will receive a written
communication from the Program Directors detailing the deficiencies in performance and what must be
accomplished to satisfy these concerns.
The second examination must be taken within three months of the first examination. Failure to resolve
issues of concern on the second examination will result in termination from the Program. When a student
who is already on probation fails the comprehensive examinations, they may or may not be given a second
opportunity to pass that examination, at the discretion of the Dissertation Committee.
Outcome Options
Taking into account both the written and oral portions, the following options are available to the
Comprehensive Examination Committee when a student takes the Comprehensive Examination:
•
•
•
•

Pass with distinction
Pass the overall exam
Revise and resubmit
Fail the overall exam

A student who failed the Comprehensive Examination on a first attempt must petition the Program
Directors in writing to take the Comprehensive Examination a second time. The student should then work
with the Program Administrator to find a date and time to retake the exam.
As noted earlier, when the student has completed all of the core and selective coursework, he or she will
receive policy information on the comprehensive examination. The comprehensive policy will contain
complete details on the examination process.
Dissertation Committee
Before being admitted to candidacy, each PhD student will form a Dissertation Committee that will consist
of 4 or more University faculty members, including at least one from another department in the University
of Pittsburgh. This final representative may be from an appropriate graduate program outside the
University of Pittsburgh. In accordance with University of Pittsburgh policies, the majority of the
Dissertation Committee, including the committee chair, must be members of the Graduate Faculty. You
may review the regulations for graduate study at the University of Pittsburgh here.
15

The Dissertation Committee has the responsibility to advise the student during the progress of the
candidate’s research and has the authority to require high quality research and/or the rewriting of any
portion of the dissertation. The Committee conducts the final oral examination and determines whether
the dissertation meets acceptable standards.
Throughout the process of preparing the dissertation and the dissertation defense, the student will be in
regular contact with his or her committee chair in particular and with the other committee members for
continued guidance. The Dissertation Committee has the responsibility to advise the student during the
progress of the candidate's research and has the authority to require high quality research and/or the
rewriting of any portion, or all, of the dissertation. The Dissertation Committee conducts the final oral
examination and determines whether the dissertation meets acceptable standards.
Meetings of the doctoral candidate and his/her Dissertation Committee must occur at least twice annually
from the time the student gains Admission to Doctoral Candidacy. During these meetings, the Committee
should assess the student’s progress toward degree and discuss objectives for the following year and a
timetable for completing degree requirements. It is the responsibility of the dean of each school to
determine a mechanism for monitoring the occurrence of these annual reviews. All meetings of the
Dissertation Committee should be documented by the Chair in a summary letter and reviewed by the
members and the student following the meeting to ensure agreement of the research plan.
When a Dissertation Committee member leaves the University, he or she must be replaced unless the
dissertation is almost complete or the member has an essential role on the Committee. In the latter case,
the dean’s approval should be obtained. When the chair of a committee leaves and cannot be
conveniently replaced, a co-chair must be appointed from within the department, and the restructured
committee must be approved by the department chair or director of the school’s doctoral program and
the dean. If the defense takes place within a few months of the chair’s departure, the requirement of cochairs is usually waived.
A retired faculty member may remain as a member or chair of a committee if he or she is spending
considerable time in Pittsburgh or its vicinity and is still professionally active. Retired faculty who meet
these criteria may also be appointed as a member or as a co-chair (but not chair) of a newly-formed
committee. Retired faculty who leave the Pittsburgh area and/or do not remain professionally active
should be replaced on committees and the revised committee must be approved by the department chair
or the school’s director of doctoral programs and the dean.
3. Dissertation Prospectus
Each student must prepare a written proposal and oral defense for the dissertation prospectus
presentation to his/her doctoral dissertation committee at a formal dissertation overview meeting. At this
meeting, the student will present his/her research plan to the dissertation committee.
Students must have their Prospectus meeting scheduled with their committee at least 10 business days
before the add/drop deadline of the semester you wish to register for dissertation credits. This allows
time for the student to complete any requested revisions from the committee and for the program to
submit the required paperwork for final approval.
16

The dissertation committee members will provide guidance in shaping the conceptualization and
methodology of that plan. The dissertation committee must unanimously approve the dissertation topic
and research plan before the student may be admitted to candidacy for the doctoral degree.
If the research proposed in the overview or prospectus involves human subjects, the proposed research
must be approved by the University Institutional Review Board (IRB) before it may be carried out.
Written Portion
The dissertation prospectus is a brief document (5 pages) prepared by the Program student who is
prepared to undertake his or her dissertation research. This prospectus, which is developed and written in
consultation with the student’s mentor, is regarded as a proposal for dissertation research that provides
the Dissertation Committee with enough information about the student’s plan of dissertation research to
assess its appropriateness, originality, rigor, and feasibility. The written portion of the proposed
dissertation must be submitted no later than two weeks before the scheduled oral defense of the
prospectus.
Oral Portion
The student is expected to make a 20-minute presentation of his or her proposed research at an oral
presentation of the prospectus. The oral defense is intended to be a structured yet supportive meeting of
the student and his or her proposed dissertation committee. The prospectus defense should provide (1) a
forum for the productive and timely exchange of ideas, suggestions, and resources with students (2) an
early opportunity for students to articulate to others their research goals, plans, and questions. All
members of the student's proposed Dissertation Committee is required to attend (in person or via phone
for outside members). The major advisor or proposed committee chair should serve as the facilitator of
the oral prospectus defense.
Evaluation
The written dissertation prospectus must be independently reviewed by all proposed Dissertation
Committee members prior to the oral prospectus. During the oral prospectus, the role of the committee is
to provide guidance in shaping the conceptualization and methodology of the proposal. The evaluation of
the prospectus is based on the Dissertation Committee's assessment that his or her ideas and hypotheses
are strong and that the student can proceed with the dissertation project. After unanimous approval from
the committee, the student will advance from a PhD student to PhD candidate, and the committee will
sign his or her candidacy paperwork.
4. Admission to Candidacy
Admission to candidacy for the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science constitutes a promotion
of the student to the most advanced stage of graduate study and provides formal approval to devote
essentially exclusive attention to the research and the writing of the dissertation.
To qualify for admission to candidacy, students must:
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•
•
•
•
•

Be in full graduate status
Have satisfied the requirement of the preliminary evaluation
Have completed formal course work with a minimum quality point average (QPA) of 3.00
Have passed the comprehensive examination
Have received approval of the proposed subject and plan of the dissertation from the dissertation
committee following a prospectus meeting of the committee

Students will be informed of admission to candidacy by written notification from the Associate Dean for
Graduate Studies of the School of Medicine, who also will state the approved dissertation committee's
composition.
5. Doctoral Dissertation
The dissertation is an original piece of scholarly research on a topic that has been jointly agreed upon by
the student and her/his mentor and Dissertation Committee members. It is a major undertaking that
should reflect the highest standards of scholarship and make a significant contribution to knowledge and
practice in the field of Clinical and Translational science. After the student has successfully completed all
required and elective coursework and the comprehensive exam, he or she starts the dissertation phase of
the Program.

Format Options
The first option is to submit three first-authored manuscripts that have are submission ready for
publication in peer-reviewed journals. The three manuscripts must be thematically related to one another
and to the dissertation proposal that was approved by the student's Dissertation Committee. The
manuscripts must be accompanied by an introductory chapter that discusses the context in which the
research was performed and by a concluding chapter that discusses the implications of the research
findings and provides a description of plans for future research.
The second option is to submit a more traditional dissertation that includes, at a minimum, chapters
describing the background, methods, analyses/results, and conclusions of the dissertation project.
Either option must involve a substantive piece of original and independent research grounded in an
appropriate body of literature and theory. High priority – both during the process of selection of the
dissertation research topic and in the evaluation of the product of the dissertation research – will be
placed on the extent to which the project is innovative and advances the field in which the student is
working.
The written work must conform to the University of Pittsburgh style manual. All dissertations must be
submitted electronically using Electronic Theses and Dissertations Software. Students may use a
professional editor in the preparation of the dissertation, but the assistance must be limited to help with
language and not with subject matter or interpretation.
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Scheduling the Defense
The student must schedule the dissertation defense through the Program’s Administrative offices at least
2 months in advance and at a time that is convenient for the student and his or her Dissertation
Committee.
Announcement of Dissertation Defense
The University of Pittsburgh’s School of Medicine Graduate Studies Office (GSO) should publish the date,
place, and time of the examination in the University Times well in advance of the scheduled dissertation.
An announcement of the dissertation defense must be posted and distributed in the same way as ICRE
seminar presentations (via email) and are announced at least two weeks prior to the date of the seminar.
The student will communicate all information to the GSO Dean’s Office to facilitate the process.
Final Written Dissertation
The written work must conform to the University of Pittsburgh style manual. More information on
electronic dissertations can be found here. Students may use a professional editor in the preparation of
the dissertation, but the assistance must be limited to help with language and not with subject matter or
interpretation.
The chair of the dissertation committee should ensure that the dissertation is in final form before
requesting signatures of the members of the committee for final approval following the oral defense.
Students will submit their Dissertation through the University of Pittsburgh’s D-Scholarship Portal.
Final Oral Defense
The dissertation defense is an oral presentation and examination of the student's research. In the defense,
the student should provide an overview of the following:
•
•
•

Aims of the project
Literature from which the project is an outgrowth
Significance and contribution of the project to the research area; methods, analysis, and results;
and implications of the research findings

The final oral examination in defense of the doctoral dissertation is conducted by the student’s
dissertation committee and need not be confined to materials in and related to the dissertation.
Any member of the Graduate Faculty of the University may attend and participate in the examination.
Other qualified individuals may be invited by the committee to participate in the examination. Only
members of the dissertation committee may be present during the final deliberations and may vote on the
passing of the candidate.
A Doctoral Dissertation Report of this examination, signed by all the members of the dissertation
committee, must be sent to the Associate Dean for Graduate Studies of the School of Medicine.
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If the decision of the committee is not unanimous, the case is referred to the Dean for resolution.
6. Applying for Graduation
It is the student's responsibility to file the Graduation Application form with the Student Services
Coordinator by the publicized due dates. Students must submit the Graduate Application Form by the due
date for the term in which they expect to complete all degree requirements.
Students should be aware that according to University policy they are responsible for the completion of
their degree requirements. Incomplete grades (G/I) for coursework required for degree satisfaction should
be completed before the week of final exams of the term in which a student intends to graduate.

H. Mentoring
1. Team Mentoring Model
Mentoring, as well as the training, monitoring, and evaluation of mentoring, is central to the PhD Program
in Clinical and Translational Science. The Program views mentoring as an essential component to
successful progress towards their degree and overall career development. The collaborative nature of
clinical and translational research requires a "team-based approach" for mentoring. In this model, the
mentors meet with the student as a team. Students in the PhD program will be expected to assemble a
multidisciplinary mentoring team within their first year.
2. Mentor Training
All new PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science students will be required to participate in the
ICRE Mentoring Matters Workshop in the beginning of their degree. The goals of the training are:
•
•
•
•
•

to provide a clear understanding of the purpose of mentoring
to delineate the expectations of the trainees
to develop consistent implementation of mentoring
to formalize the concept of team mentoring and the nonnegotiable aspects of the mentoring
contract
to provide professional skills training (e.g. negotiation, active listening, etc)

3. Selection of Mentors
All PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science students will be advised to choose a primary and
secondary mentor by the start of Year 1. The primary mentor has to be finalized by the end of Year 1. The
Program Directors will assess the compatibility of the student’s proposed research with their selected
mentors and work with each student once they have been accepted into the program to help them
identify a mentor if one is not already selected.
Primary mentors for PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science students must be highly
accomplished independent investigators who have an established track record of mentoring and funded
research.
The expectation of the Program is that mentoring teams will meet with the student on a regular basis to:
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•
•
•
•
•

design plans of study
discuss research progress
solve specific issues and problems arising during research
advise on project management
help guide data collection analysis, manuscript preparation, and other functions including the
provision of completing the dissertation and career development advice

4. Evaluation and Intervention Process
The Program Directors will monitor and evaluate the mentoring of the program by direct
participation/observation in student mentoring meetings, discussions with students, and timed
evaluations completed by the mentors.

I. Evaluation of Students
1. Annual Trainee Review
All students are evaluated by the Program Directors and Program Committee each year beginning in
January. Results of these evaluations are reported to each student in an email from the Program
Coordinator. This email may be supplemented by a discussion between the student and a member of the
committee to clarify the email, if necessary, or to discuss additional aspects of the student's progress.
Students are also encouraged to discuss this evaluation with their research mentor.
In evaluating students, the committee considers performance in mentored research, course work,
seminars, teaching (if applicable), mastery of the relevant scientific literature, performance on any major
examinations that have been taken during the past year, and contributions to the community at large.
Copies of the yearly evaluation become a part of the student’s file.

2. Academic Standards
Probation
The University requires that all graduate students maintain a QPA of 3.0 or above to undergo the
preliminary evaluation, to take the comprehensive examination, to be admitted to candidacy for the Ph.D.
degree, and to be graduated. Students whose QPA falls below 3.0 must be put on “University probation”
and cannot be awarded financial assistance from the University (e.g., stipends) until they have reestablished a QPA of 3.0 or above.
When a student who is not on probation fails one of the major milestones, the student will be placed on
probation and given a second opportunity to pass that examination. The student will receive a written
communication from the committee that evaluated performance on the exam detailing the deficiencies in
performance and what must be accomplished to satisfy these concerns. Failure to resolve issues of
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concern on the second examination will result in termination from the Program. When a student who is
already on probation fails one of the major examinations, they may or may not be given a second
opportunity to pass that examination, at the discretion of the Dissertation Committee.
Termination from Program
Students may be terminated from the PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

failure to pass any required core courses
unsatisfactory results on the Preliminary Evaluation
failure of the Comprehensive Exam
failure to advance an acceptable dissertation proposal
failure to make adequate progress in mentored research including unsatisfactory performance in
the Second Year Evaluation
breaches in ethical conduct such as plagiarism

Except for instances involving breaches in legal or ethical behavior, students will not be terminated from
the Program without first being notified in writing that they have been placed on probation. This written
communication will include a detailed description of the reason(s) for placing the student on probation,
and the goals that the student must accomplish in order to regain good standing in the Program. Students
will typically have one term to resolve their problems and get off probation, or they will be terminated
from the Program.
When a student is informed that his/her research progress has been judged unsatisfactory, the student
will be given one term to improve skills and productivity before being reevaluated. A second
determination that research performance is substandard, at this time or during any subsequent
evaluation, will result in the student's termination from the program.
In all cases, the termination of a student requires a decision by the Dissertation Committee and
acceptance of a recommendation for dismissal by the Program Directors. Termination decisions cannot be
made by an individual faculty member or examination committee. Terminations are final.
Terminal Masters Degree
The PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science does not accept students whose goal is to attain a
MS degree. However, under certain circumstances a student may find it necessary to resign from the
Program or may be terminated from the Program for academic reasons. In either of these circumstances, a
student may petition to be transferred to the Clinical Research MS program. The petition must be
addressed in writing to the Program Directors and have the support of the student’s dissertation advisor.
In this case, students must fulfill all of the requirements for a MS degree in Clinical Research.
Dispute Resolution
The Dissertation Committee may resolve disputes that arise between a student, their mentor, dissertation
chair or committee member, or a course instructor. If a dispute arises between the Dissertation
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Committee and the student, a mentor, or dissertation committee member (e.g., discordant views on
acceptable progress) that cannot be resolved within the committee by the involved parties, then the
matter will be referred to the Associate Dean for Graduate Studies who may elect to refer the matter to
the Dean.

III.

General Academic Program Information
A.

Statute of Limitations

It is University policy that students complete a Doctoral degree in ten or eight years if the student has
received credit for a master's degree appropriate to the field of study. Under extraordinary circumstances,
students may apply for an extension of the statute of limitations. The request must be approved by the
Program Directors, Program Leadership, and the Associate Dean.

B.

Leave of Absence

Under special conditions, graduate students may be granted one leave of absence. A maximum leave of
two years may be granted to doctoral students or one year to master's students. When requesting a leave
of absence, the student must state the rationale and must indicate the requested length of leave in
advance. The request should be submitted to the Program Directors, who in turn will make a
recommendation to the Associate Dean. If approved by the Associate Dean, the time of the leave shall not
count against the total time allowed for the degree being sought by the student.

C.

Cross Registration

Students may register for courses offered at institutions in the Pittsburgh Council on Higher Education
(PCHE) cross-registration agreement (Carnegie Mellon, Duquesne University, the Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary, and Robert Morris University.) Such coursework must be approved in advance by the student’s
advisor. Credits will not be counted as transfers and will count toward the degree and GPA calculations.

D.

Waiver of Requirements

If a student feels that his or her educational background precludes the need to take one or more of the
required courses, the student should discuss this with their ICRE advisor and the Program Directors. The
student has the responsible of bringing this matter to the attention of the Program Directors. The student
will need to have the syllabi from the courses they feel meet the requirements. The Program Directors are
responsible for granting the waiver and in special circumstances may request the advice of the course
director(s). In some cases, the student may receive permission to take an examination to be exempted
from a course.

E.

Grading Policy

The following guidelines are based on University policy:
•

Graduate students must maintain a minimum grade point average (GPA) of 3.0 or better at all
times. Failure to do so results in automatic academic probation.
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•

•

•

•

Graduate students must receive satisfactory grades in each course. For required courses, a letter
grade of “B” or better is needed. For elective courses, a letter grade of “B –”can count towards
fulfillment of degree requirements, subject to approval by the Director.
If a student receives a letter grade that falls below these thresholds (“B” for required courses, “B –
” for elective courses), no course credit will be given. The University will not count these courses
towards requirements of the degree program, regardless of the student’s overall grade point
average. Students placed on probation must be informed of this sanction and its consequences in
writing. As part of the process, the Program Directors must decide whether to allow a student who
earned a “B –” or less in a required course to re-take the course or to dismiss the student from the
program.
An "I" grade is issued by the instructor. It is issued in the case of ongoing study such as incomplete
research, work in individual guidance classes, clinical work or seminars. “I” grades are also issued
when extenuating circumstances prevent a student from completing a course.
“W” Grade: To withdraw from a class after the official end of the add/drop period, while still
enrolled in other courses, you must process a Monitored Withdrawal Request form through the
dean’s office of the academic center offering the course. “W” grades do not count toward a
student’s degree or grade point average. There is no tuition adjustment associated with a course
withdrawal.

F.

Tuition

Students are responsible for covering the tuition costs, taxes, and fees associated with courses taken
through the Institute for Clinical Research Education unless they have other funding sources.
The Institute for Clinical Research Education does not provide financial aid. Current tuition rates for
graduate-level courses at the University of Pittsburgh can be viewed here.
Many individuals accepted into our degree-granting programs have faculty- or student-based affiliations
with the University of Pittsburgh or University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC). Faculty, staff, fellows,
or residents at these institutions may be eligible for tuition benefits. For complete information, contact the
Faculty Records office at the University of Pittsburgh (412-624-4232) or UPMC Tuition Assistance
Employee Service Center at 1-800-994-2752 (press option 3).

G.

Building Emergency or Inclement Weather Policy for Students

Scenario 1: The University is closed; the School of Medicine is closed.
Scenario 2: The University cancels classes; the School of Medicine cancels classes.
Scenario 3: The Parkvale Building is closed or the instructor must cancel class due to extenuating
circumstances.
•

Only the Chancellor may officially close the Pittsburgh campus of the University.
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•

•
•

IV.

The University will remain open in all but the most extreme circumstances. However, University
employees and students are urged to use their own discretion in deciding whether they can safely
commute to work.
When a State of Emergency is declared by the Governor or other local governing official, school
personnel are expected to abide by those directives, and there will be no classes.
ICRE Degree Program staff will contact students as soon as possible if the Parkvale Building is
closed or if the instructor cancels class. It is up to the instructor to decide if a makeup session for
the missed class will be scheduled and/or required.

ICRE Academic Values and Guidelines for Students

The University of Pittsburgh and the Institute for Clinical Research Education (ICRE) maintain an honor
code for all students enrolled in educational programs. The ICRE expects all students to uphold the
following values for academic integrity and Code of Professionalism. Please note that specific academic
integrity policies may vary from instructor to instructor; it is up to the student to understand and follow
each instructor’s policy and expectations.
Every student shall be honor bound to refrain from cheating, from presenting work for
evaluation which is not his or her own, from giving or obtaining unauthorized
assistance during evaluation, and from falsifying data or reports. Every student shall
be honor bound from lying under any circumstances. Every student has an obligation
to cooperate in the investigation or disposition of any allegation of violation of the
Honor Code and to report all violations which come under his or her observation.
Students sign and return the ICRE Academic Integrity Pledge at Orientation (Appendix A) and if found in
violation of the ICRE Academic Integrity Policy will follow the steps outlined in the ICRE Academic Integrity
Violation Reporting Procedure (Appendix B). In addition to these documents, students may refer to our
Student Obligations (Appendix C) and Instructor Obligations (Appendix D).

A.

Academic Integrity*

Examples of conduct which have been regarded as being in violation of academic integrity include but are
not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plagiarism
Representing the work of another as one’s own
Destroying or concealing educational materials meant for simultaneous use by others
Copying from an examination paper of another student
Allowing another to copy from one's examination paper
Reading a copy of the examination prior to the date of the examination without consent of the
instructor
Giving or receiving aid on an examination under circumstances in which a reasonable person
should have known that such aid was prohibited by the Honor Code
Using unauthorized resources in the completion of an examination
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If a student, commits a dishonorable act, it shall be considered a valid defense if the student reports
himself or herself to an appropriate authority and conscientiously attempts to rectify the situation, before
the dishonorable act is brought to the attention of the program. Any student, faculty member,
administrative officer, or staff member of the ICRE may allege that a violation of academic integrity has
occurred. Alleged violations should be brought to the attention of the Director of Academic Programs
immediately. The Director of Academic Programs will review the alleged violation and follow the ICRE’s
academic integrity violation reporting procedure. A written copy of the procedure may be obtained from
the Degree Program Coordinator at any time.

B.

Code of Professionalism*

Honesty
In all situations, classroom, lab, and office, the student should be honest with, faculty members, and other
students. Cheating, plagiarism, theft, and lying are all forms of dishonest behavior.
Fairness
Classroom and research expectations should be clearly stated and met. The student has the right to expect
fairness in treatment, just as the teaching faculty expects to receive fair treatment. Unfair behavior is not
acceptable just because someone else displays such behavior.
Respect
Show respect for your teaching faculty and fellow students by attending each class, showing up on time,
and staying for the entire class. Pay attention to the discussion and contribute meaningful responses.
Responsibility
Take responsibility for your actions. Discourage dishonest behaviors and dishonest activities in others.
Communication
Inform instructors or degree program staff in a timely manner when experiencing any issues that may
impact your studies.
* Adapted from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine ‘Student Code of Professionalism’ and the
School of Medicine Program in Integrative Molecular Biology (PIMB) Student Handbook

C.

Guidelines for Ethical Behavior

The following list will provide instances where special care should be taken to ensure academic integrity
policies are met. This list is not meant to be a comprehensive list of questionable actions.
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1. Intellectual Property
Do not present the ideas of others as though they were yours. If it is not “common knowledge,” the source
of the information should be cited. To determine if something is common knowledge, you must determine
if the idea can be found in numerous places and is known by many people. If you have a question about
the commonality of the idea, it may not be common knowledge. If you use the information in your work, it
should be properly cited. When you want to quote something from an article, take care to mark the text
with quotation marks and use proper citations to identify the source.
2. Collaboration
You may collaborate with others, but when you turn in academic work, it must be in your own words.
When you collaborate with others, remember that you must properly credit your collaborators in the
work. If you write a paper with the help of others, they must be given proper credit, which may include coauthorship of the paper.

3. Exams
You should not copy exam answers from others. This includes looking at someone else’s paper during the
exam, using electronic devices to find information without the instructor’s prior consent, and working
collaboratively on take-home exams without the instructor’s prior consent. Remember that even if you
have permission to collaborate with others on take-home exams, you must submit the answer in your own
words.
4. Data Integrity
Use care when collecting information. Make sure the data you document is correct and without error. If
there is a question about the integrity of the data, bring it to the attention of the faculty members
involved with the research project.

V.

Guidelines for Ethical Practices in Research

The University of Pittsburgh seeks excellence in the pursuit of knowledge and requires all members of the
University community, including its student body, to adhere to the highest standards of integrity in
research. Detailed information regarding the Research Integrity Policy at the University of Pittsburgh can
be found here.
More detailed information on the Guidelines for Ethical Practices in Research at the University of Pittsburgh
Guidelines can be found here.

VI.

ICRE Program Guidelines
A.

Attendance

Attendance is required of all students in degree-granting programs at ICRE. A computerized sign-in
attendance system has been designed to collect attendance for all courses held in the Parkvale Building.
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All students must sign-in before entering the classroom at computers that can be found in the lobby area
on the second and third floor of the Parkvale Building. Students can begin to sign-in 30 minutes before the
scheduled class time up to the end of class. If you experience trouble with the sign-in, you should contact
your course instructor to ensure you are given credit for attending class. Courses held in buildings other
than the Parkvale Building may have a paper sign-in sheet distributed during class.
If a student is not listed on the computerized sign-in roster for a course to which they are registered, they
must add their name to the roster by clicking the link to add a member to the roster found at the bottom
of the sign-in page.
Watching a video of a recorded lecture does not substitute for attendance. Attendance exceptions are
made at the instructor’s discretion.

B.

Course Registration and Academic Advising

Students are required to meet with their academic advisor (assigned to them at Orientation) each term.
Students are expected to come prepared when meeting with their advisor, students should take with them
a blank enrollment form, a list of proposed classes and be prepared to discuss their degree progression.
Students cannot register for classes unless they have a signed enrollment form.

C.

CourseWeb

Most, but not all, ICRE courses are made available on the University of Pittsburgh CourseWeb system.
Available course materials include syllabi, announcements, and, for some courses, audio, audio with
PowerPoint, and/or video recordings of the lectures.
CourseWeb courses will be available sometime in the two week period before the start of the course,
depending on availability of information. At course completion, the CourseWeb site will continue to be
accessible for two weeks after the last day of class. This extension provides enrolled students with an
opportunity to save any files made available for the course. There will be no access to the course
information after that time unless an exemption is permitted by the instructor.

D.

University of Pittsburgh Email

CourseWeb and all official University of Pittsburgh correspondence are directed to the student’s
University of Pittsburgh email address (username@pitt.edu). Students are responsible either for reading
email at their University of Pittsburgh email address or for forwarding email messages to an email
account that the student regularly uses. For information on forwarding your University of Pittsburgh
email, see the University Email Help page here.

E.

Course Evaluation

All students are expected to complete a course evaluation survey at the end of each ICRE course. Course
evaluations are distributed electronically on the last day of class and available for two weeks. All
responses are confidential and will be presented to the instructor without any identification of the
responder.
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F.

Required and Supplemental Textbooks

All required and supplemental textbooks can be purchased at the University of Pittsburgh Book
Center. The ICRE Reference Library (Parkvale Building, Suite 300, Room 311) has a collection of
required and supplemental textbooks for ICRE courses. The books in the ICRE Reference Library are
available for students to read in the Parkvale building only.

VII.

ICRE Research Infrastructure Support
A.

Clinical and Translational Science Institute

The CTSI serves as the integrative academic home for clinical and translational scientists across the
University’s six health sciences schools, Carnegie Mellon University, the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center (UPMC), which is one of the nation’s largest and most financially successful academic health care
systems, and the region. The CTSI’s primary focus is to develop, nurture, and support a cadre of clinical
and translational scientists by building on the University’s existing clinical research training programs to
establish a comprehensive program with activities ranging from early research exposure for high school
students to advanced doctoral programs. Students are encouraged to learn about CTSI and the resources
available.

B.

Center for Research on Health Care Data Center

The Center for Research on Health Care (CRHC) provides a forum for talented multidisciplinary
investigators from throughout the university community to collaborate in high-quality health services
research and train future investigators in methods and practices critical to the conduct of rigorous and
exemplary research.

C.

Office of Academic Career Development

The University of Pittsburgh OACD provides a supportive and collaborative environment, purposeful
mentorship, and encouragement of diversity in leadership. OACD hosts a variety of programs for post-docs
and junior faculty. More information can be found here.

VIII. Program Governance
A.

PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science Administration

Galen E. Switzer, PhD
Director and Student Advisor
502 Iroquois Building
412-624-2520
switzerge@upmc.edu
Juliana Tambellini
Assistant Director of Academic Programs and Media Relations
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311 Parkvale Building
412-692-2686
jmt109@pitt.edu
Megan Dooley
Student Services Coordinator
300 Parkvale Building
412-586-9673
med163@pitt.edu
Allie Giel
Instructional Technologist
300 Parkvale Building
412-586-9629
alg190@pitt.edu

B.

PhD Program in Clinical and Translational Science Committee

John P. Horn, PhD
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies
School of Medicine
Director of Interdisciplinary Biomedical Graduate Program
Professor of Neurobiology
Doris M. Rubio, PhD
Associate Vice Provost for Faculty
Director, Institute for Clinical Research Education
Professor of Medicine, Biostatistics, Nursing, and Clinical and Translational Science
Wishwa N. Kapoor, MD, MPH
Distinguished Service Professor and Falk Professor of Medicine
Professor of Health Policy and Management and Clinical and Translational Science
Founder and Director of Strategic Planning, Institute for Clinical Research Education
Galen E. Switzer, PhD
Director, PhD in Clinical and Translational Science
Professor of Medicine, Psychiatry, and Clinical and Translational Science
Harry Hochheiser, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Biomedical Informatics
Associate Professor in the Intelligent Systems Program
Director, Biomedical Informatics Training Program
Ha Yeon Kim, PhD
Clinical Assistant Professor, Radiation Oncology
Medical Physicist, UPMC
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Richard Steinman, MD, PhD
Associate Dean and Director of MSTP
Associate Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology

C.

University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine Graduate Studies Office

Arthur S. Levine, MD
Senior Vice Chancellor of Health Sciences Dean of the School of Medicine
401 Scaife Hall
412-648-8975
alevine@hs.pitt.edu
John P. Horn, PhD
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies
524 Scaife Hall
412-648-8957
jph@pitt.edu
Joyce D’Antonio, PhD
Director
524 Scaife Hall
412-648-9786
jad155@pitt.edu
Deepti Ramadoss, PhD
Data and Communications Specialist
M240 Scaife Hall
412-383-5246
deepti.ramadoss@pitt.edu
Carol Williams
Admissions & Recruiting Coordinator
527 Scaife Hall
412-648-9003
cawillia@medschool.pitt.edu
Denise Clemente
Administrative Specialist
527 Scaife Hall
412-648-9969
dlc62@pitt.edu
Lauren Zielinski
Administrative Specialist
527 Scaife Hall
Lez26@pittt.edu
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D.

Institute for Clinical Research Education

Doris M. Rubio, PhD Director
Wishwa N. Kapoor, MD, MPH
Founder and Director of Strategic Planning
Megan Miller, MEd
Administrative Director
304 Parkvale Building
412-692-2018
messt82@pitt.edu
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Appendix A: ICRE Academic Integrity Pledge

ICRE Academic Integrity and Code of Professionalism Pledge

Student Obligations:

1. Students should recognize their responsibility to uphold the ICRE Honor Code and Code of
Professionalism (provided to you at Orientation, and included the student handbook available to
all students online) and the academic policies for each course presented on the first day of class.
If a student does not understand or disagrees with any of these policies, it is their responsibility
to meet with the course instructor and, if needed, ICRE Director of Academic Programs.
2. Each student is required to sign the ICRE Academic Integrity and Code of Professionalism Pledge
at Orientation. If a student does not sign and return the form he/she will be unable to receive a
grade for their courses and will be considered in violation of the ICRE’s Academic Integrity
policy.

I (

), understand the ICRE’s Honor Code, Code of Professionalism. I understand that at

any time I may request copies of the ICRE’s Academic Integrity policies and procedures. By signing my
name, I agree that I will uphold these policies and promote the integrity of the ICRE and the University
of Pittsburgh.

Student Signature:

Date:
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Appendix B: ICRE Academic Integrity Violation Reporting Procedure
1. Provide written notification to student that you suspect he/she has violated the academic
integrity code and that an instructor-student meeting needs to be held.
2. You and the Director of Academic Programs will meet with the student and discuss the suspected
violation. During this meeting the instructor will inform the student of the reasons he/she
suspects a violation has occurred (please note that the instructor is under no obligation at this
time to reveal the identities of any third party individuals who may have reported the allegation
or provided any information about the allegation).
3. Following the instructor-student meeting, one option will be pursued:
a. If the instructor and Director believe the allegation is not supported by facts and after
discussion with the student believes there was no violation, it will be dismissed and the
student will be notified at the end of the meeting. Documentation of the meeting will be
added to the students’ official file.
b. If the instructor and Director still believes that an offense has occurred, they should:
i.

ii.

Contact the ICRE Academic Integrity Committee and provide all facts pertaining to
the allegation. Notify the Committee of the proposed sanctions for the accused
student.
The Committee will discuss the case and one option will be pursued:

1. The Committee agrees that a violation has occurred and supports the
proposed sanctions.
2. The Committee do not believe a violation has occurred or do not agree
with the proposed sanctions. The Committee will convene a meeting
with the instructor and Director.
iii. Schedule a follow-up meeting with the student. During this meeting, the
instructor will indicate to the student the sanction for the violation.
1. If the student agrees with the conclusion and sanction, the instructor and
student will complete an ‘Academic Integrity Violation Report’ form. This
form will be added to their student file.
2. If the student disagrees with the conclusion and/or sanction, the instructor
will schedule a meeting with the ICRE Academic Integrity Committee, the
student, and the instructor. At the request of the student, the ICRE will
ensure that there is representation of the students' peers on any hearing
board/committee that we would oversee if an informal/local solution
cannot be found between professor-student-program director. A copy of
the ‘Academic Integrity Violation Report’ and any background on the
case will be given the Committee prior to the meeting for review. If the
student disagrees with the finding after meeting, the case will then be
sent to the School of Medicine Graduate Studies Office and will follow
their course of action.
4. If an accused student fails to respond to the instructor to schedule a meeting in a reasonable
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period of time, the student will receive a finding of ‘responsible for violation of academic
integrity’ and the instructor will apply their sanctions/punishment and inform the student of
actions taken.

Appendix C: Student Obligations
A student has an obligation to exhibit honesty and to respect the ethical standards of the profession in
carrying out his or her academic assignments. Without limiting the application of this principle, a student
may be found to have violated this obligation if he or she:
1. Refers during an academic evaluation to materials or sources, or employs devices, not
authorized by the faculty member.
2. Provides assistance during an academic evaluation to another person in a manner not
authorized by the faculty member.
3. Receives assistance during an academic evaluation from another person in a manner not
authorized by the faculty member.
4. Engages in unauthorized possession, buying, selling, obtaining, or use of any materials intended
to be used as an instrument of academic evaluation in advance of its administration.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Acts as a substitute for another person in any academic evaluation process.
Utilizes a substitute in any academic evaluation proceeding.
Practices any form of deceit in an academic evaluation proceeding.
Depends on the aid of others in a manner expressly prohibited by the faculty member, in the
research, preparation, creation, writing, performing, or publication of work to be submitted for
academic credit or evaluation.
Provides aid to another person, knowing such aid is expressly prohibited by the instructor, in the
research, preparation, creation, writing, performing, or publication of work to be submitted for
academic credit or evaluation.
Presents as one's own, for academic evaluation, the ideas, representations, or words of another
person or persons without customary and proper acknowledgment of sources.
Submits the work of another person in a manner which represents the work to be one's own.
Knowingly permits one's work to be submitted by another person without the faculty member's
authorization.
Attempts to influence or change one's academic evaluation, grade, or record for reasons other than
achievement or merit.
Engages, during a class (or examination) session in which one is a student, in conduct which is so
disruptive as to infringe upon the rights of the faculty member or fellow students.
Fails to cooperate, if called upon, in the investigation or disposition of any allegation of
dishonesty pertaining to another student.

* Adapted from the University of Pittsburgh’s Suggested Code of Conduct.
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Appendix D: Faculty Obligations
A faculty member accepts an obligation, in relation to his or her students, to discharge his or her duties
in a fair and conscientious manner in accordance with the ethical standards generally recognized within
the academic community (as well as those of the profession).
Without limiting the application of the above principle, members of the faculty are also expected
(except in cases of illness or other compelling circumstance) to conduct themselves in a professional
manner, including the following:
1. To meet their classes when scheduled.
2. To be available at reasonable times for appointments with students, and to keep such
appointments.
3. To make appropriate preparation for classes and other meetings.
4. To base all academic evaluations upon good-faith professional judgment.
5. To describe to students, within the period in which a student may add and drop a course, the general
content and objectives of a course, and the methods and standards of evaluation and grading.
6. Not to consider, in academic evaluation, such factors as race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
age, national origin, and political or cultural affiliation, and life style, activities, or behavior outside
the classroom unrelated to academic achievement.
7. To respect the confidentiality of information regarding a student contained in University records;
and to refrain from releasing such information, except in connection with intra- University
business, or with student consent, or as may be permitted by law.
8. Not to exploit his or her professional relationship with students for personal advantage; and to refrain
from soliciting the assistance of students for personal purposes in a manner which infringes upon such
students' freedom of choice.
9. To give appropriate recognition to contributions made by students to research, publication,
service, or other activities.
10. To refrain from any activity which involves risk to the health and safety of a student, except with the
student's informed consent, and, where applicable, in accordance with the University policy relating
to the use of human subjects in experimentation.
11. To respect the dignity of students individually and collectively in the classroom and other
academic contexts.

* Adapted from the University of Pittsburgh’s Faculty Handbook.
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